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NPS: The Navy’s Corporate University
• NPS exists to:
– Enhance the security of the United States.
– Increase combat effectiveness of the US and Allied Armed Forces.
• Four Schools
– School of International Graduate Studies (188 students)
– Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Science (321 students)
– Graduate School of Information and Operational Science (547 students)
– Graduate School of Business and Public Policy (240 students)
• Three Institutes
– Wayne Meyers Institute of Systems Engineering and Analysis
– Cebrowski Institute for Information Innovation and Superiority
– Institute for Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES)
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NPS Financial Data: Fiscal Year 2002
• 2,676 Total Student, Faculty, Staff, Contractor, and Non-Appropriated 
Funds personnel
• Resident enrollments: 1,253 students
– 609 Navy (48.6 percent)
– 272 International (21.7 percent)
– 198 USMC (15.8 percent)
– 158 Other Services (12.6 percent)
– 16 Civilian (1.3 percent)
• Non-resident enrollments: 54 Distance Learning Sites; 305 students
• Total Annual Salaries: $184,000,000
• Total Operating Budget: $176,000,000
• Total Operation With Military Salaries: $268,700,000
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Projected Operating Environment:
Competing Positive Trends
• Increasing Sponsored Research and Education
• Increasing Mission Budget Allocations
• Increasing International Enrollments
• Increasing USAF Enrollments
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Source of the Increase: International and USAF Officers
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49 Countries and 347 Students
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l 3,861 officer graduates from 77 countries.
l 232 POSITIONS OF PROMINENCE (Flag and General officers, Chiefs 
of Staff, senior civilian governmental positions).
International Degree Graduates
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• Present and Projected: Competing Positive Trends
– Increasing Sponsored Research and Education (~ $100M a year)
– Increasing Mission Budget Allocations (~ $100M a year)
– Increasing International Enrollments (~ 20 a year)
– Increasing USAF Enrollments (~ 100 a year to 06, then 50 a year to 09)
• Required Operations: Balanced Growth
– Cap sponsored research by limiting infrastructure. (Institutes @ 15,000 sq ft).
– Increase faculty; predominantly adjunct.
– Increase contractors.
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Military Construction, Navy
FY Project Funding Funding Status
2001 Addition to Mechanical Engineering Building $5M Funded
2003 Phase I, Spanagel Hall Replacement $7M Funded
2003 Replace Perimeter Fence $2M Funded
2004 Phase I (Continued) Spanagel Replacement 
(Glasgow extension)
$7M Unfunded; possible 
Congressional insert  in FY04
2004 BOQ Replacement (Herrmann Hall Wings) $36M Unfunded; Submitted in 
President’s FY04 Budget to 
Congress
2005 School of International Graduate Studies $60M Unfunded
2006 Phase II, Spanagel Replacement, Electrical 
and Computer Engineering Tower, Physics, 
Oceanography and Meteorology
$50M Unfunded
2007 Education Laboratory Building $9M Unfunded
2008 Educational Facility, GSBPP addition to 
Ingersoll Hall
$8M Unfunded
Total Actual and Projected $184M
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The Herrmann Hall Wings: Key Points
• Regulations implementing Section 106 NHPA, require the Navy to seek 
the comments of the City of Monterey on our actions that will adversely 
affect National Register or eligible properties.
• Repair of the Wings and their upgrade to meet BOQ mission and Ant-
terrorism and Force Protection requirements is economically infeasible 
and not a prudent expenditure of Federal funds.
• The proposed undertaking is the replacement of the Herrmann Hall 
Wings in the Spanish Mediterranean style and the repair and continued 
maintenance of the main Historic Del Monte hotel building.
• At this time, the repair of Herrmann Hall is not supported but the 
replacement of the Wings is supported by the Department of Defense 
and the President.
• NPS requests the support of the City of Monterey with the proposed 
replacement of the Wings and repair of the main Herrmann Hall 
building.
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CAMPUS MAP
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Herrmann Hall [Hotel Del Monte]
DIAGRAM OF HERRMANN HALL
West Wing East Wing
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1888 PHOTO OF DELMONTE HOTEL
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WEST WING AFTER 1906 EARTHQUAKE
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EAST WING AFTER 1924 FIRE
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WEST WING TODAY
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NPS GRAPHIC SHOWING CONSISTENT SPANISH 
MEDITERRANEAN STYLE OF HERRMANN HALL WITH 
WINGS AND PROPOSED
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDIES
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SUMMARY
• SEC 106 NHPA REQUIRES NAVY TO CONSULT WITH THE CITY ON HISTORIC 
PROJECTS WITH ADVERSE IMPACT.
• DOD ATFP AND SEISMIC STANDARDS MAKE REPAIR NOT ECONOMICALLY 
FEASIBLE – NAVY ALREADY ASSESSED AGAINST RENOVATION – THIS PROJECT 
IS FOR REPLACEMENT.
• SEC 106 CONSULT IS REPLACEMENT OF HH WINGS IN SPANISH 
MEDITERRANEAN STYLE AND REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF MAIN HOTEL 
BUILDING.
• REPAIR OF MAIN HOTEL NOT PRESENTLY SUPPORTED, HOWEVER WING 
REPLACEMENT PROJECT SUPPORTED BY DOD AND PRESIDENT.
• NO ALTERNATE NPS SITES AVAILABLE FOR DOD MISSION; ASSIGNING DOD 
MISSION TO NPS SHOWS CONFIDENCE.
• NAVY WILL CONSIDER FORMAL NOMINATIONS TO NATIONAL AND CALIFORNIA 
REGISTERS FOR MAIN HOTEL.
• NPS MONTEREY REQUESTS CITY OF MONTEREY SUPPORT FOR PROPOSED 
REPLACEMENT OF WINGS IN SPANISH MEDITERRANEAN WITH SHPO 
CONSULTATION AND REPAIR OF MAIN HOTEL BUILDING.
